
6th meeting in  Ilirska Bistrica, Slovenia (hybrid form) 

21/06 – 25/06, 2021 

The meeting took place in a hybrid form - schools from Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and 

Slovenia took part face to face, and schools from the Czech Republic and Turkey joined in the 

virtual space. Within the work programe we could watch student´s presentations on the topic 

of young people's addictions, teacher presentations focused on cooperation within the school 

community, and workshops for students on the topic of a healthy lifestyle. The official 

programme ended with a final conference dedicated to the recapitulation and evaluation of               

a 3-year joint work in the project. As a part of social and cultural-cognitive activities, the 

participants enjoyed the picnic in the nature, excursions to Prem Castle, Koper and Ljubljana. 

Programme 

skopírovať zo slovenskej verzie (je už v AJ) 

 

BRIEF RECAPITULATION AND EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT 

What was the project about? 

The project responded to the need to change the content and forms of learning in line with the 

needs and lifestyle of young people in the 21st century. It expanded the traditional content of 

education with current topics such as global worldview, social, personnel and communication 

competences, environmental, civic, digital, media, technical literacy, healthy lifestyle and 

developed the missing skills and competences of youth, especially critical thinking and 

creative solutions of problems, teamwork and cooperation, multiculturalism. Tasks in the 

project were planned for students, teachers and school managers as well and were carried out 

during transnational meetings. The partners created colorful and interesting project results 

(PC presentations, videos, photographs, documentation, surveys) that will enrich the teaching 

and educational programmes of partner schools. The public can get acquainted with them on 

school websites as well as the Erasmus + project results platform. 

 

  

 



What the project gave us 

Pupils: acquisition of new knowledge, skills and competencies, sharing them with peers, 

improvement in English, tolerance for cultural diversity, experience from international project 

activities, growth of motivation for further study. 

Teachers: personal growth, gaining new materials and experience, implementation of 

appropriate methodologies and procedures in their own teaching, improving the interaction of 

teachers - students.  

School managers: internationalization of the school, expansion of the network of partners 

abroad, innovation of the curriculum and growth of teaching quality, new experience with the 

creation and implementation of European projects, improving the image and position of the 

school in a competitive environment, increasing the interest of primary school pupils in 

school. 

But most importantly - the project connected all the partner schools into a large project 

family, made contacts, made it possible to learn from each other and share the best 

experience.  

The aim of the partners is to continue cooperating on the new call 2022 in the Erasmus + 

programme. 


